search and one of the central practical and theoretical probWe propose new Las Vegas randomized algorithms for the lems in the area of algebraic computation (see some biblisolution of a multivariate generic or sparse polynomial sysography in [ll], [3] , [16] , ES].) It has major applications, tern of equations. The algorithms use 0*((S+4")3nD2 log b) for instance, to robotics, computer modeling and graphics, arithmetic operations to approximate all real roots of the sysmolecular biology, and computational algebraic geometry.
tem as well as all roots lying in a fixed n-dimensional box or
The oldest approach to the solution is the elimination disc. Here D is an upper bound on the number of all the method, reducing the problem to the computation of the asroots of the system, 6 is the number of real roots or the roots sociated resultant or its multiples. This classical method has lying in the box or disc, E = ZBb is the required upper bound evolved in the old works by Bezout, Dixon, and Macaulay on the output errors, and O*(s) stands for O(s log" s), c be-(see e.g. [ 111, [24] ), then remained largely ignored by the ing a constant independent of s. We also yield the bounds researchers and algorithm designers but was resurrected by O*(WD") for the complexity of counting the numbers of Canny in the 80s to become a very popular approach since all roots in a fixed box (disc) and all real roots and 0* ( 12nD2 loa bl then. One of the major further steps was the reduction of the " for the complete solution of generic system. For a large class of inputs and typically in practical computations, the factor CE is much smaller than D, S = o(D). This improves by order of magnitude the known complexity estimates of order at least O3 log b or D3, which so far are the record ones even for approximating a single root of a system and for each of the cited counting problems, respectively. Our progress relies on proposing several novel techniques. In particular, we exploit the structure of matrices associated to a given polynomial system and relate it to the associated linear operators, dual space of linear forms, and algebraic residues; furthermore, our techniques support the new nontrivial extension of the matrix sign and quadratic inverse power iterations to the case of multivariate polynomial systems, where we emulate the recursive splitting of a univariate polynomial into factors of smaller degree.
'solution of a multivariate polynomial system to matrix operations, in particular, by rational transformation of the original problem into a matrix eigenproblem (cf. [ 11, [7] , [ 141) .
The approach has been explored and extended by many researchers, has been exploited in practice of algebraic computing, and also supported the record asymptotic upper bound 0* (03) on the arithmetic computational complexity of the solution of a polynomial system having a finite number of roots, Here and hereafter, O*(s) stands for O(s log" a), c denoting a constant independent of s, and D is an upper bound on the number of roots of the given polynomial system. (For D we may choose either the Bezout bound, Hi d;, di denoting the maximum degree in the i-th variable in all monomials of the system, or the Bernstein bound, which is much smaller for sparse systems and equals the mixed volume of the associated Newton polytope, defined by the exponents of the monomials.) The cited record bound 0°(03) is due to [22] but also has several other derivations and has been staying as a stable landmark for the multivariate polynomial system solving, somewhat similarly to the complexity bound 0*(N3) for solving a nonsingular linear system of N equations, which was supported by Gaussian elimination and stayed as a landmark and a record until Strassen's result of 1969. In fact, even in the case of solving generic polynomial system (including no degeneracy) as well as for mnny subproblems and related problems, no known algorithms support any better bound than O*(03). This includes approximation of all real roots of a polynomial system (which is highly important due to applications to robotic and computer graphics), all its roots lying in a Axed n-dimensional box or disc, counting all roots in such a box or disc or all real roots, and even approximating a single root. Some progress was achieved in [16] , where a single root was approximated in 0*(3*D2) time, but under a certain strong restriction on the input polynomi-RI& In the light of this background, the main result of our paper should be quite surprising: our new algorithms support the computational cost estimate of 0*(12nD2), for all the listed above subproblems, including the complete solution of generic system, both of the counting problems, the computation of a single root, all real roots, and all roots in a fixed box or disc, More precisely, our bound is O*((S + 4n)3"D2) in lhc latter two cases, where 6 is at most the number d of real roots or roots in the selected box or disc, respectively. In practical applications, such a number d is typically much less than D, and furthermore, 6 grows as 1ogD for a large class of input systems. Thus, for all listed problems, we improve the known complexity estimates by the order of magnitude, Furthermore, the factor 3"(S + 4n) can be replaced by 3V -l-4nM, where M is the overall number of monomials of the input polynomials, which for sparse systems is dominated by 3".
Our algorithms approximate the roots numerically, and in terms of the required upper bound 2-b on the output errors of the computed solution, we obtain the estimate O(logb). Within a constant factor, such an estimate matches the lower bound of [23] and enables us to yield a high output precision at relatively low cost; this gives us a substantial practical advantage versus the algorithms that only reach O(b), because the solution of a polynomial system is usually needed with a high precision, We achieve this by using the matrix sign and inverse quadratic iterations, which converge with quadratic rate right from the start.
Some of our techniques should be of independent interest, In particular, we extend the theory of structured matrices to ones associated to multivariate polynomials and show various correlations among computations with such matrices, dun1 spaces of linear forms and algebraic residues. Furthermore, WC establish new reduction from multivariate polynomial computations to some fundamental operations of linear algebra (such as computing Schur's complements, the matrix sign iteration and the quadratic inverse power iteration).
Our progress has some technical similarity to accelerating the solution of linear systems of equations via fast matrix multiplication (in particular, we also rely on faster multiplication in the quotient algebra defined by the input polynomials) and, even more so, with the recent progress in the univariate polynomial rootfinding via recursive splitting of the input polynomial into factors (cf. [It] , [18] , [19] , [20] ). Although recursive splitting into factors may be hard even to comprehend in the case of multivariate polynomial systems, this is exactly the basic step of our novel recursive process, which finally reduces our original problem to ones of small sizes. Of course, we could not achieve splitting in the original space of the variables, but we yielded it in terms of idempotent elements of the associated quotient algebra (such elements represent the roots), and for this purpose we had to apply all our sophisticated and advanced techniques. This approach generalizes the methods of [4] and [ 191 to the multivariate case. The only missing technical point of our extension of the univariate splitting construction of [ 191 is the balancing of the splitting, which was the most recent and elusive step in the univariate case (cf. [19] , [20] ). It is a major challenge to advance our approach to achieve balancing in our recursive splitting process even in the worst case (possibly by using the geometry of discriminant varieties) and, consequently, to approximate all the roots of any specific polynomial system in O* (12nD2 log b) arithmetic time. Another major goal is to decrease or remove the factor 12" from our complexity bounds, perhaps by means of improving our entire construction or its blocks of computations with structured matrices.
Let us conclude this section with a high level description of our approach. (For further details, we refer the reader to the next sections andS to our full paper). Our solution of polynomial systems consists of the following stages:
1. Compute a basic non-degenerate linear form on the quotient algebra A associated to the given system of polynomial equations.
2. Compute non-trivial idempotent elements of A. 3. Recover the roots of the given polynomial system from the associated idempotents.
The quotient algebra d and the dual space of linear forms on it are defined and initially studied in section 2. Stage 1 is elaborated in section 4. Idempotents are computed by iterative algorithms of section 6. Section 7 shows how to recover or to count the roots efficiently when the idempotents are available. The computations are performed in the quotient algebra, and they are reduced to operations in the dual space by using the associated structured (quasi-Toeplitz and quasi-Hankel) matrices. In section 3 we define the classes of such matrices, show their correlations to polynomial computations and exploit some of these correlations to operate with such matrices faster. In section 5 we show how the combined power of the latter techniques and ones developed for working in the dual space enables us to perform rapidly the basic operations in the quotient algebra and, consequently, the computations of sections 6 and 7.
In terms of the complexity bounds, stage 1 contributes the terms 0(12nD2 1ogD). The computation of a nontrivial idempotent at stage 2 has cost 0(3nD2 IogD log b), which dominates the cost of the subsequent root counting or their recovery from the idempotents. The overall complexity depends on the number of idempotents that one has to compute, which in turn depends on the number 6 of roots of interest. So far, we cannot utilize here the effective tools of balanced splitting, available in the similar situation for the univariate polynomial rootfinding. Thus, in the worst case, in each step we split out only a single root from the set of all roots, and then we need S idempotents.
Definitions and preliminaries
Hereafter, R = @[Q , . . . , zcn] is the ring of multivariate polynomials in the variables 51, . . . , zn, with coefficients in the complex field C 25 is the set of integers, lV is its subset of nonnegative integers, L = a$~$, . . . , ~$1 is the sat of Laurent polynomials with monomial exponents in Z". For any a = (al,..., a,) E Z", xa is the monomial X~ = p1 . . . ;Can LEl is the number of the elements of a finite s:bset E% PP.
Quotient algebra
Hereafter, I = (fi, . . . , fm) is the ideal of R = C[x] generated by the elements fi, . . . , fm, that is, the set of polynomial combinations xi fiq; of these elements. A = R/I denotes the quotient ring (algebra) defined in R by I, and E denotes the equality in A. We will consider polynomial systems fi = 0,. . . , fn = 0 of n equations in n variables with finite sets of common roots 2 = Z(I) = {C E cc"; fi(c) = *'a = fn(<) = O}. I n th is case of complete intersection, the vector space d has a finite dimension D, D 2 d (D is the number of roots counted with their multiplicities). Then we have a decomposition of the form
where di is a local algebra, for the maximal ideal rnCi defining the root ci. From decomposition (l), we deduce that there exists orthogonal idempotents (ei)i=l,...,d such that 1 = el + ---+e,s,eiej=Oifi#j,e~==eianddi=eid.
To any root 5 E Z, we associate an idempotent ec.
Dual space
Let k denote the dual of the C-vector space R, that is, the space of linear forms X : p H X(p), p E R, X(p) E C (R will be the primal space for ff.) Let us recall two celebrated examples, that is, 8~ : p H p(C), the evaluation at afixed point <, and the map
wherea = (al,..., a,) E IV is any vector, and dzi is the derivative with respect to the variable Zi. For any b = @I , . . . , bn) E IT', we have dyXb) = { t ztzr%E k2 .
Therefore, (dCl)aErJ-is the dual basis of the primal monomial basis. Thus, we decompose any linear form A E E as A = c A(xa) da. EIEPP
Hereafter, we will identify 2 with C[[dl , . , . , dn]] nnd will also write '$p.s. " to abbreviate "formal power series", The map A -+ EnEN" A(xa)dn defines a one-to-one correspondence between the set of linear forms A and the set Wh,. The evaluation at 0 corresponds to the constant 1, under this definition. It will also be denoted 6,~ = do. We can multiply a linear form by a polynomial (R^is an R-module) as follows. For any p E R and A E R, we define p * A : q t-t A(pq), q E R, A(p, q) E G For any pair of elements p E R and a E N, a > 1, we have (hi)" (xi P)(O) = a (4,)"" p(O).
Consequently, for any pair p E R, a = (al,. . . ,a,) E I'$ (where ai # 0 for a fixed i), we obtain 
3. Keep the coefficients pa of da for 0: E F.
3 Quasi-Toeplitz and quasi-Hankel matrices
In this section we describe the structure of the matrices and some tools that we will use for our algorithm design.
Definition 3.1 Let E and F be twofinite subsets af P artd let M =( > m,,p aE~,p~~ be a matrix whose rows are indexed by the elements of E and columns by the elements of F. Let i be the ith canonical vector of PP. l kf is an (E, F) quasi-Toeplitz matrix if and on@ 1% for all cy E E,P E F, the entries mcl,p = t,,p depend only on Q -/?, that is, ifand only i$ for i = 1, . . . , n, we have ma+i,p+i = m",p, provided that cx, Q + i E E; /3, /3 + i E F; such a matrix hl is associated with the polynomial T&X) = C,,EE+F t, x". We can describe the quasi-Toeplitz and quasi-Hankel operators in terms of polynomial multiplication (see [16] , [15] ), and the next proposition reduces multiplication of an (E, F) qunsi-Toeplitz (resp. quasi-Hankel) matrix by a vector v = [VP] E C? to (Laurent's) polynomial multiplication. which is precisely the coefficient Q of Mv (see [16] ). 0 l andproject the product on xE (resp. dE).
Definition 3.5 Hereafrel; "ops" stand for "'arithmetic operations", and CPol,uult (E, F) denotes the number of ops required to multiply a polynomial with a support in E by a polynomial with a support in F. Now, we estimate that algorithm 3.4 can be performed by using Cpomzt(E + F, F), resp. CpalMult(E -F, -F) ops. This cost is bounded in the following proposition: Proposition 3.6 An (E, F) quasi-Hankel (resp. an (E, F) quasi-Toeplitz) matrix M can be multiplied by a vector in O(N log2 N + CM,N) ops, where N = [E -2 q (resp. \E+2FJ)and h C w ere M,N bounds the cost of the evaluation of the polynomial HM (resp. TM) on afied set of N points.
Proof. See [16] . cl
In the same spirit, we can bound the number of ops in algo- Once we have a fast matrix-by-vector multiplication, solving a linear system can also be performed efficiently using the the following result (cf. e.g. [2] ).
Theorem3.8 Let S be a finite set with ISI ekments and let WV = w be a non-singular linear system of N equations. Then choosing 2 N random parametersfrom S (independently of each other and under the un$nm probability distribution on S) andpe&ming 2N multiplications of W by vectors and CY(N2) other arithmeric operations suf)ice either to compute the solution v to the linear system WV = w with a probability af most 1 -3 or to output FAILURE with a probability at most v.
This method involves 2N multiplications of Ji' by a vector. In the case of structured matrices, it yields a fast algorithm for solving the linear system W v = RT. The number of elements in E is the dimension D of A over C.
We construct this linear form in the case of a system of n equations in n unknowns having finite number of isolated roots (thnt is, in the case of complete intersection); furthermore, we assume some genericity conditions. Our construction is based on the resultant ma&is approach to the solution (either using the classical or sparse resultant), and we assume that the input system is generic for this resultant construction. Our construction can be generalized to other resultant matrices in the complete intersection case (see [5] ). 1% can also obtain our basic linear form from a normal form algorithm (e.g. if a Groebner basis is available) in the case of complete intersection.
We denote by & the support of the polynomial fi and by E-J a given set of monomials. Next, we construct a nondegenerate linear form 7 on d, and the set [Q-(x~)]~~P for F = ,?$a + El -f--. -+ E,. This construction is based on the resultant matrix computations.
Let f~, be a random polynomial with support in xEo. To construct resultants, as in the work of Macaulay [12] (see also [9] ), we may use matrices associated to maps of the form:
(ip:V~x.*.xVn + v (4) 9z i=O where Vi = (xfi) is a vector space generated by a finite number of monomials. We denote by Fi the set of the exponents of these monomials: fi = {&, /3i,2,. . .>. The vector space V = (xF) * IS a so I a vector space generated by the monomials, whose esponents are in the set F. The matrix of 0 can be divided into blocks [No, I%$, . . . , IV,]. The columns of the blocks correspond to the multiples of fi expressed in the monomial basis xF. The matrix generalizes the Sylvester matrix of two univariate polynomials to the case of multivariate polynomials, It belongs to the class of quasi-ToepIitz matrices (see section 3). >From the matrix of this map, it is possible to extract a maximal square submatrix S, which is generically of maximal rank (see [ 12] , [3] , for more details).
The latter submatrix can be partitioned into four blocks as follows:
where W is invertible, and all blocks are quasi-Tocplitz matrices. Proof. The set El + ----t-En contains a set E such that # is a basis of d (see 171, (211, [17] ). If we let Eo = E-f-E, the previous computation yields the coefficients ~T(xP))~~E.+,E.+.E, We observe that the size of the matrix W that we need to invert is a (E', E')quasi-Toeplitz where E' = E -I-E (with P'I 5 'W% d an we apply proposition 3.6 and theorem 3.s to w. 0
We also refer the reader to the definitions of section 3. Remark. Our alternative algorithm computes all the coefficients [T(x)@)]~ in O(M4%D2 log(D)) ops, where A4 is the overall number of all monomials in the polynomials of the input system, M is relatively small for sparse systems.
Arithmetic in A
In this section, we assume that we have a basic set of items (including linear form T) defined in the previous section. We Proof. WC apply proposition 3.4 to the (F, 
PEE is 1 if cy = 7 and 0 elsewhere. In terms of matrices, equation (G) implies that H,W, = IJJ (7) where HT = HF = (@'"))p,r@. >From the definition of W, and relation (7), we deduce that
The next result follows from proposition 5.3. 
Product in A
WC apply the projection formula (5) and for any f E R de duce that f E xaeE 7(f Xa) Wa = zacE f *7(X") Wa in A, Furthermorc, by expressing the linear form f * 7 as nn f,p,n,, WC obtain f * 7 = CaEN,, f *7(x0) da, so that the coefficients of (da)aEB in the expansion off *T are the coefficients [& off in the dual basis ('(Va)a@.
Similarly, for any f, g E A, the coefficients of (da)aEE in fg or 7 are the coefficients [fglV, of f g in the dual basis ops.
Proof. f g * T is the product of polynomials with supports in -E or E + E + E. Such a product can be computed in 0*(4"D) ops (see proposition 3.6). The complexity of the third step is bounded according to proposition 5.3 (with F=E). cl 
Iterative methods
Our algorithms will amount to computing non-trivial idempotents by iterative processes. The algorithms work in Cc, and we write i = &i. More rudimentary univariate versions of these algorithms were studied in [4] . We will use the basic operations in the quotient algebra A in order to devise two iterative methods, which eventually yield non-trivial idempotents. We will first consider iteration associated to a slight modification of the so-called Jo~lcov~ki map ( Proof. We apply the classical convergence analysis of the Joukovski map (see [lo] ) to the matrices of multiplication by u,, in A, whose eigenvalues are {un(C), C E 2(I)}. Cl e+ = C W(6))YJ eC = i(l+o), e-= C eC = i(l-8) ~@(C))<O denote the idempotents associated to the roots C E 2 such that Z@(c)) > 0 and S'(h(c)) < 0, respectively. The choice ofh=zi-candh= zi + E allows us to recover the two idempotents,
Their product can be computed in 0*(3"D2) ops to yield r+ = ~Is~ci~,<f ec, and the product re = rllE . . . r,,, can be computed in 0* (3"D2) ops, to yield the sum of the fundamental idempotents, whose roots are nearly real. Proof. We rely on the convergence analysis of the quadratic inverse power method applied to the matrices of multiplication by uLn in A, whose eigenvalues are {u~(C),~ E Z(I)}. The number of nearly real roots (counted with multiplicities) is the rank of HE,.,..
Let E' be a subset of E such that the submatrk H$ is of moximul rank. Then E' is a basis of A,.
Proof. See [ 171.
q This leads to an algorithm for computing the rank of H$ and, by theorem 3.9, we have: To compute (real) root minimizing a given function jhj, we may apply algorithm 6.6 in A (or A!) and obtain the following theorem: This process can be used to compute the other roots via de flation, WC replace rc by r: = rc -ec, compute T" = r: *r and apply the same iteration to compute the next (real) root, where 11~1 takes on its second smallest value over Z(1). We can also restrict our computation to a fixed box by using algorithm 6,l to compute the sum of idempotents corresponding to the roots inside the box. The complexity of each step bceing bounded in theorem 7.3, this leads to the following rcnult for 6 real roots in a given box: Thcorcm 7.4 The idempotent corresponding to the 6 (real) roots C in a given box can be computed (up to an error e = 2'") by using 0(3'V D2 log(D) log(b)) ops.
The final step of our algorithms determines a root C from the idempotcnt CC.
Proposition 7.5 The n coordinates of the root c can be determinedfrom the idempotent eC in 0*(3"D2) ops.
Proof, We compute Jet in d (where J is the Jacobian of the n equations) by algorithm 5.7. According to [15] , [17] , in the case of a simple root, we have This vector is computed within the complexity bound of proposition 5.2 and immediately gives us the coordinates of the root 6 if xE contains 1,21 , , , . , zn, which is generically the case, If the root is not simple, then, according to the relation xi Je( eci JeC (ace USI, D71, M9, we recover the coordinates of C, by computing n I-1 products in A (by algorithm 5.7).
Cl
